


The Great British Archaeology Comic Book: Picture the past, present
and future

As part of the 2020 Festival of Archaeology, organised by the Council for
British Archaeology, we co-created the Great British Archaeology Comic
Book with support from the Shout Out Loud project, funded by the National
Lottery Heritage Fund. We thought a comic was a great format to highlight
yyoung people's voices and creativity, whilst helping us better understand
how they interpret and value 'archaeology'.

We invited young people to send us a drawing on the theme of 'what do
you picture when you think of archaeology?'. We thought of digging a
trench, walking the elds looking for artefacts, working in the lab and even
presenting on TV! Famous sites like Hadrian's Wall or Offa's Dyke and
amazing objects like the Mold Cape and Pictish carved stones.
WWe then worked with Helen Greetham, our comic book illustrator, to
incorporate everyone's drawings into a short narrative graphic story – a
comic, and this is the result......

How might archaeological artefacts feel about being archaeology, if they
could?

Perhaps some would be a bit conceited because of all the attention, while
others might miss the days when they were just everyday objects. Just like
the athe artists who submitted pictures to this project, the characters in this
comic are thinking about what archaeology means to them, and they all
have a slightly different answer!

I’d like to thank everyone who submitted images for this project. We
received an incredible variety of submissions: photographs, watercolour
paintings, pencil sketches, drawings in felt tip, no two were alike! Blending
all of them together into a single comic was a lot of fun, and I hope you
enjenjoy reading it.
       - Helen Greetham
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